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CCHHAAPPTTEERR OONNEE

Why Failure Is
Not an Option

In times of drastic change, it is the learners who inherit
the future. The learned usually find themselves beauti-
fully equipped to live in a world that no longer exists.

—Eric Hoffer, Reflections on the Human Condition
(New York: HarperCollins, 1972, p. 32)

In the spring of 1970, the Apollo 13 spaceship faced repeated
crises as it circled the moon. Most Americans, including many

of those working at NASA’s ground control center, gave up hope
for the survival of the Apollo 13 crew. Newscaster Walter Cronkite
described the challenge: “Perhaps never in human history has the
entire world been so united by such a global drama.”

At one point, when the ground control team became aware of the
ship’s inability to reach Earth with its current power supply, the direc-
tor of flight operations, Gene Kranz, assembled the NASA team. He
had been told that they had only 45 hours to get the astronauts home
before the power ran out. Marking a point on the chalkboard halfway
between their current position and Earth, he stated, “That’s not
acceptable!”

The group exploded into a cacophony of reasons for their assess-
ments and explanations of the limitations they faced. Then the voice
of one team member rose above the rest to point out that everything



depended on power. Without power the astronauts would not be able
to communicate with the ground crews, they couldn’t correct their
trajectory or turn their heat shields around. Everything would have
to be turned off. Otherwise the craft would never make it to reentry.

When asked what he meant by “everything,” he replied “At the
current rate, in sixteen hours the battery is dead; so is the crew. We
have to get them down to 12 amps.”

The crowd erupted at this idea. “you can’t even run a vacuum
cleaner on 12 amps,” said one. Another objected to the idea of shut-
ting down everything, as he felt that the guidance system at least
must be kept running. Another NASA scientist was concerned that
this course of action had “never been tried before,” and still another
added that it had “never even been simulated.”

Scientific data eventually prevailed over the fear of the
unknown and the untried nature of the proposal to turn off
the power. Kranz was adamant in response to his crew’s fear of
the many unknowns, telling them they had to figure it out, that the
teams in the simulators would have to work out scenarios for re-
entry to Earth. He ordered them to find all the engineers and assem-
bly workers who had designed and put together all the switches,
circuits, light bulbs, everything connected to the power supply, and
to work out a way to reduce the use of every amp possible in the
spacecraft. Pointing at the mark he had made on the chalkboard, he
said, “I want this mark to go all the way back to Earth with time to
spare. We never lost a man in space, and we’re sure as hell not
going to do so on my watch!”

Gene Kranz’s motto was “failure is not an option.” And he
led his crew to success by bringing the astronauts safely back to
Earth.

FAILURE IS NOT AN EDUCATIONAL OPTION

Many educators would intuitively agree: Failure is not an option
for today’s students—at least not one we would conceivably choose.
Although clearly students may fail, and indeed many do, the conse-
quences are generally too dire to allow for such an option (Springfield,
1995). Students who don’t make it through high school earn substan-
tially less in wages (Springfield, 1995) and have far greater rates of
incarceration and drug abuse than do their peers (Woods, 2000).
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Rosa Smith, former superintendent of the Columbus, Ohio,
schools, had an epiphany one morning when she read some statistics
about the U.S. prison population. Some 75% of the prison popula-
tion, she found, is Latino or African-American, and 80% are func-
tionally illiterate. She felt a new sense of purpose: Her work was no
longer about teaching math or science, but about saving lives!

The ability to articulate such a clear and compelling message
to all educational stakeholders—inside and outside of the school
building—is the beginning of defining what Michael Fullan (2001a)
refers to as “moral purpose.” Leaders who tap this clear sense of pur-
pose in themselves and others are addressing the beginning of what
we refer to in this book as the Courageous Leadership Imperative. 

Many leaders have yet to discover their moral purpose or
develop their courageous leadership abilities. One former super-
intendent, Rick DuFour, recounts his reaction to a superintendent
who challenged the importance of educating all children to high
standards. The superintendent told DuFour, “This isn’t brain surgery.
No one is going to die here! Some kids advance a little, some a
lot. Isn’t that the way it goes?” DuFour retorted that this cavalier
attitude reminds him of a little office building he once saw in a
small town. On the office door were posted two signs:
“Veterinarian” and “Taxidermist.” Underneath was printed these
words: “Either way you get your dog back!”

Failure is not an option for public schooling, either. 
Leaders in Western society have long articulated the close tie

between a strong public education system and democracy itself
(Dewey, 1927; Glickman, 2003; Goodlad, 2001; Putnam, 2000; Putnam,
Leonardi, & Nanetti, 1993). Schools are clearly for the common good,
and they serve as the gateway to, and potential equalizer for, economic
and life success for millions of under-served children. 

As Michael Fullan states, “A high-quality public school system is
essential, not only for parents who send their children to these schools
but also for the public good as a whole” (2003a, p. 4). Failure is no more
an option for the institution of public education than it is for the children
within that institution (Glickman, 2003; Goodlad, 2001). 

Yet we have seen countless threats to public schools in recent
years. They include the rise of vouchers—even for religious schools
(Walsh, 2002)—as well as the concerted entry of large, for-profit cor-
porations into the public education arena. Moreover, it often appears
that public policy itself is harmful to public education. Although
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public officials call for “leaving no child behind,” they rarely
accompany that call with adequate resources to meet the challenge.
A greater level of courage and commitment are needed now—more
than ever before, it seems—to meet these and other grave challenges.

THE AIM OF FAILURE IS NOT

AN OPTION: HOW HIGH-ACHIEVING

SCHOOLS SUCCEED WITH ALL STUDENTS

How did Gene Kranz persevere under such dire circumstances
and unrelenting odds during the Apollo crisis? What are the elements
of this kind of courageous thinking and action, and how does one
develop them? How could he harness the urgency of the situation,
yet maintain his composure with three lives at stake and the whole
world watching? What kind of organizational culture allows both
for the open commentary from “naysayers” and for the ability to
quickly move beyond those initial reactions to concerted teamwork?

This book addresses these questions with a unifying framework
for action. Parker Palmer (1998) indicates that most professional
development (and books like this) answer the “what” or “how” ques-
tions: What should I do, and how should I do it? This book answers
these questions in detail. In addition, we address the two questions
often ignored, yet crucial to success: Why am I doing this, and who
do I need to be to succeed?

Perhaps more than in any other profession, educators have
pursued their calling for a noble reason. Indeed, what could be more
compelling than undertaking a profession that literally places the
future of children in your hands?

Educators don’t have the “distractions” of fame and furtune
to cloud their thinking about why they are here! So there must be
another reason—a more profound why that leads to all the hours of
toil, the deep concerns for the success of young people, the countless
evenings and weekends attending plays and ball games. 

Reconnecting with this why is imperative to sustaining one’s pas-
sion and focus in light of the barrage of attacks that public education,
and all those involved with it, regularly endure. Standing up for why
we are in this field is essential to our personal and professional well-
being. Equally important, it is imperative for our very future—and
that of our children. In this, failure is indeed not an option.
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